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Powerful High CRI LED Work Light for Car 

Body Detailing 

 

You are welcomed to come to Carelite factory to 

buy the latest selling, low price, and high-quality 

Powerful High CRI LED Work Light for Car Body 

Detailing. Carelite is a professional solution 

provider specialized in mechanic’s lights with its 

own factory and R&D resources. We have 

obtained more than 100 domestic and foreign 

patents, and we already have nearly 1,000 

products. The products are sold on Amazon eBay, AliExpress wish and other Internet 

platforms, and are deeply loved and praised by end customers. At the same time, the 

products are exported to Europe, North America, South America, Southeast Asia , Japan, 

South Korea and other countries. We support one-piece delivery, customized samples, 

and provide image data packages. Work with any outdoor enthusiast to explore the fun of 

outdoor experience together. 

 

 

Product Description 

This Powerful High CRI LED Work Light for Car Body Detailing for car exterior detailing is 

the most comprehensive and sophisticated of its kind in the world, featuring high CRI value 

and multiple colour temperatures. The specialized lighting solutions with superior quality are 

made for colour matching, detailing and general paint work and are usable everywhere a 

painted surface needs inspection. It is the ultimate tool for the professional detailer, providing 

ideal conditions for accurate colour match and highlighting and discovering imperfections. 

 

Comes with a 180 degree swivel base that’s equipped with powerful integrated magnets and 

tripod screw port for flexible mounting. This gives you high flexibility and application 

possibilities for internal inspection of cars and other narrow areas.A rechargeable built-in 

power bank with USB outlet makes it possible to charge mobile devices. 
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Specications of Carelite Job Site Spotlight:  

Material  Nylon, TPE, Aluminum 

Li- ion battery 3.7V, 6600mAh, 24.42Wh 

Charging time 4hr 

Charing input 5VDC, Max 2A 

Protection level IP65, all weathers proof and impact resistant 

Lighting beam angle 110° 

Size & Weight 135x120x47.5mm; 450g 

Payment terms T/T, By Paypal, By Western Union. 

 

Carelite CRI95+ Inspection Worklight Feature and Application 
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Carelite Portable Floodlight Details: 

 

 


